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Introduction
In current IP based network TCP protocol is widely used as general purpose reliable data 
transfer protocol. While TCP with standard Tahoe and Renoe congestion control was flaw-
lessly working for either slow networks or for fast networks with small round-trip time (RTT) 
it faces it’s limits when applied to current long distance high speed networks with high RTT. 
is poster summarizes state-of-art protocols and developments for such networks. 

To improve networking performance on this environment there are three major strategies: 
TCP tuning and new TCP based protocols, non-TCP based protocols, and generic strategies 
for bulk data movement.

TCP Tuning
Most of current implementation of feature TCP Reno congestion control algorithm usually 
with some improvements of “hackish” kind (e.g. it is well known fact that Linux kernel dou-
bles internally window size compared to window size requested). Both Tahoe and (New)Reno  
algorithms use packed drop as a sign of congestion while newer Vegas algorithm tries to avoid 
congestion by monitoring RTTs and linearly decreasing packet rate if congestion is immi-
nent. One simple methods for improving performance is enlarging TCP window size. Prob-
lem with standard TCP connection on high-speed network with long delay can be illustrated 
on following example [3]: achieving 10 Gbps sustained rate on network with 100 ms RTT (that 
is rather low RTT in global networking environment) and 1500 bytes segment (standard Eth-
ernet without jumbo frames) size would require average congestion window of 83,300 seg-
ments and packet drop at most every 5.109 packet, i.e. 1 2⁄3 hours which is clearly not very real-
istic presumption. TCP with standard Van Jacobson’s congestion control mechanism [1] uses 
additive increase cwnd = cwnd + (1/cwnd) for each packet received and multiplicative decrease 
cwnd = 0.5 * cwnd for each packet loss considered to be congestions (AIMD).

TCP instrumentation that allows for protocol auto-tuning and improved fine-grained man-
ual tuning was implemented by Web100 [2] and Net100 [3] projects for Linux. Web100 has 
auto-tuning features using user-land daemon and offers some MIB based monitoring. Net100 
projects further develops Web100 features by interfacing Netlogger to achieve better perfor-
mance.

TCP Based Protocols
Other simple approach based on standard TCP was to use multiple parallel streams. is type 
of transport was first realized by MulTCP project and it was adopted by several pragmatic ap-
plications for bulk data transfers (see section below).

ScalableTCP [3] uses “almost standard” additive increase and exponential decrease mecha-
nism but adds two constants to it: cwnd = cwnd + a for additive increase and cwnd = cwnd – b*cwnd 
for exponential back-off. Use of a = 0.01 and b = 0.125 is be motivated by considering Scal-
able TCP’s impact on legacy traffic, bandwidth allocation properties, flow rate variance, con-
vergence properties, and control theoretic stability. Comparison of standard TCP vs. Scalable 
TCP behavior is illustrated in Fig. 1. Very similar to Scalable TCP is GridDT approach [5].

HSTCP [4] uses similar principle but it makes constants a and b variables depending on cwnd: 
a(w) = 2*hw2*hp*b(w)/(2 – b(w)), b(w) = (hd – 0.5)*(log(w) – log(W))/(log(W1) – log(W)) + 0.5. Be-
cause of rather complicated nature of there expressions prototype implementation pre-calcu-
lates a and b values for some range of window sizes.

Very useful tool for obtaining optimal throughput on the network is proposed IP extension 

by Ramakrishnan, Floyd and Black called Early Congestion Notification (ECN) [6]. It provides 
different method of congestion notification compared to traditional loss-based method. Many 
of new protocol proposals and TCP improvements build on ECN. ere’s however danger with 
relying solely on ECN without any other mechanism (at least verifying that ECN is not erased 
underway as specified in [6]) since on some router/firewalls ECN field can be erased and con-
gestion information gets lost.

Examples of TCP-based protocols based on ECN usage are Fast AQM Scalable TCP (FAST) 
and ECN [7] and TCP–E [8]. TCP–E for example tries to use ECN with correctly configured 
AQM on the router and it requires modification of TCP stack at the receiver: instead of reflect-
ing ECN bit in each ACK until sender backs off the congestion window it has to reflect ECN 
bit in ACK message only once. It suggests to freeze congestion window when ECN flagged 
ACK arrives (which differs from original ECN proposal which suggests to react to ECN no-

tification in the same way as to the congestion, i.e. to back-off congestion window by 1⁄2); this 
should provide almost 100% link utilization as with fully utilized link all ACK will have ECN 
bit set. It also requires small number of random (Bernoulli) losses at router AQM to improve 
temporal unfairness (these losses can occur instead offsetting ECN bit) which induces multi-
plicative decrease and results in convergence to temporarily fair behavior.

Another interesting improvement of TCP is QuickStart (QS) [9]. It proposes new 4-byte 
long option header which has 2 fields: QS TTL and Initial rate (suggestion is to use packets per 
0.1 s). Sender willing to use QS sets QS TTL to random value and Initial rate to desired value. 
All routers on the way to receiver that understand and approve QS decrement QS TTL by 1 and 
decrease Initial rate if needed. Receiver sends feedback in SYN/ACK packet so sender knows 
if all the routers on the way participated, has RTT measurement. So sender sets initial ade-
quate congestion window and than uses AIMD as usual. Disadvantage of Quickstart is that it 
requires modification to IP layer.

Non-TCP Based Protocols
ere are also some new protocol designs completely free of TCP heritage. For example XCP 
(eXplicit Congestion control Protocol) [10] and STP (Scheduled Transfer Protocol) [11]. STP 
protocol is very simple and therefore it is easy to implement hardware acceleration into hard-
ware network interfaces. ere is implementation of such an acceleration for Linux [12].

Strategies For High Speed Bulk Transfers
In present grid environment there’s strong need for high-speed data movement strategies be-
cause parts of grid are usually widely distributed all around the world and connected with 
high bandwidth lines with high RTT. Because networking stack modification is not always 
feasible or desirable, there is number of strategies for high speed networks in such environ-
ment implemented on application level using current TCP and UDP protocols.

GridFTP [13] is very common soware for bulk data transfer in grid environment as it is 
both well performing and integrated with Globus grid middleware. From networking point of 
view it uses multiple parallel TCP streams to improve transmission characteristics.

bbFTP [14] also uses mutli-stream TCP and it is optimized for transmission of files larger 
than 2 GB. Furthermore it uses big windows (RFC 1323), on-the-fly data compression, auto-
matic retry, customizable time-outs, transfer simulation, AFS authentication integration, and 
RFIO interface.

Other interesting approach is Tsunami protocol [15]. It uses out-of-band TCP connection 
for control purposes and UDP for data channel. Transfer parameters negotiation, retrans-
mission  requests, end of transmission negotiation are run via TCP channel. Data sender that 
is called server in the Tsunami protocol steers sending speed using inter-packet delay based 
on client’s (data receiver) requests. It also polls client for retransmission requests periodical-
ly before sending further data. Tsunami uses exponential increase and exponential back-off 
and doesn’t collapse when just low packet loss appears. ere are many tunable parameters: 
speedup/slowdown factors, error threshold, maximum retransmission queue, retransmission 
request interval etc.

Both bbFTP and Tsunami are favorite protocols for testing performance of current net-
works and also for some production runs in grid environment.

Internet Backplane Protocol (IBP) has been designed as middleware for distributed storage. 
It features routing on it’s own application layer and many other features but is not so interest-
ing from protocol point of view.

Conclusions
Currently it seems that for general traffic some modifications of TCP stack will improve trans-
fer behavior on high-speed networks (with mostly high RTTs). Of these Scalable TCP or sim-
ilar modification can be seen as the most convenient because it modifies TCP stack only (no 
changes in other layers of the stack nor network required) and it is sufficient to modify send-
er’s stack only if minimalistic modifications are required.
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Fig. 1. Traditional vs. Scalable TCP


